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Issues for Discussion Tonight
• Intro to Rail Futures, InterCity and Airtrain
proposals
• Better performance from the Melbourne to
Bendigo line.
• Separation of Bendigo trains from metropolitan
trains (Airport or other deviations)
• PT futures within Bendigo – Bendigo metro and
light rail potential
• Bendigo Ballarat Geelong rail options
• Emerging rail technologies for lower emissions
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What is Rail Futures?
Rail Futures Institute is an independent nonpartisan group.
It was formed to advocate cost-effective rail
and intermodal solutions for public transport
and freight problems based on sound
commercial, economic and social reasoning.
Rail Futures members include experienced rail
professionals, urban planners, engineers and
economists.
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What is InterCity?
InterCity is Rail Futures’ proposal for developing a
comprehensive faster and more integrated regional rail
network, responding to 3 main aims • more balanced population growth,
• better connectivity and reduced journey times across the
state, and
• meeting widespread demands for improved rail services
throughout regional Victoria in terms of:
• better service frequency on most lines
• much improved reliability
• reduced journey time
• new long distance trains
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Balanced Population Growth
• Victoria’s population is expected to double to 10
million by 2050, with 8 million of those people in
Melbourne
• Official figures show the imbalance between
Melbourne and the regions will worsen by 2050
with unchanged policies
• Faster InterCity trains would shrink distance and
extend the area with access to Melbourne and
major regional centres for employment and other
services like health and education
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Regional Demands for Train Service
Reinstatement and/or Upgrading
• RFR, RRL and VLocity investments demonstrated the strong
impact of modern, faster (160 km/h max) train services
• These investments produced up to 300% patronage
increases and significant journey time reductions
• But communities beyond RFR generally receive service
standards established in the 1980s (several are worse)
• And those communities that are served by RRL generally
face the problems of success, such as overcrowding
• Eight groups of Councils across the state now advocating for
better passenger rail, supported by various Committees for
Cities and Regions - unprecedented in recent memory.
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Why InterCity?
• To lead and support regional growth and development
• To significantly improve connectedness and support new
economic activity
• To expand the area of regional Victoria with good access to
jobs and services
• To significantly improve commuting journeys to Melbourne
and, most importantly, journeys into regional centres
• To create a European-style rail network with greater service
intensity and integration between transport modes
• To have rail travel competitive with travel times by car
• To ensure rail journeys are comfortable and allow the time
to be used productively.

Using rail to shrink distance is not a new
idea, as this 1936 VR poster shows
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InterCity – main features
• Faster, regular rail services linking major regional centres
• A new standard gauge line to a major new Melbourne Airport hub
served by regional rail and designed for future High Speed Rail
• A 15 minute CBD to Airport

AirTrain

every 10 minutes

• New fast lines on the Geelong, Ballarat, Bendigo and Seymour
routes, progressively converted to standard gauge with full
operational segregation from the metropolitan rail network
• Cross-Country standard gauge rail routes linking regional cities, eg
Bendigo-Ballarat-Geelong
• Much improved service reliability, through more robust
infrastructure, new rolling stock, institutional changes and greater
proficiency in operational and engineering management.
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Better Performance from the
Bendigo line
`

• Travel time to Melbourne on most trains too slow
• Only one track supports 160 kph services (hence
platform switching at some intermediate stations)
• Excessive crowding on peak services
• Service frequency inadequate, especially weekends
• Lack of parking for regular travellers
• Some stations not DDA compliant
• Bottlenecks caused by singling north of Kyneton
• Bendigo line alignment (from 1859) not well suited
to much higher speeds
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The RFR, RRL and V/Locity investments –
now a victim of their own success!
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Current planned Bendigo line
improvements
`

• Duplication of several single line sections:
• Near Kyneton
• Near Castlemaine
• Near Bendigo
• Signalling upgrades around Bendigo and extension to Huntly
& Raywood; reopening of Harcourt station
• Improvement of service frequency to 20 minutes peak, 40
minutes off-peak
• Consideration of deviation to avoid holdups caused by
suburban trains between Sunshine and Diggers Rest
• However investment on Bendigo line is considerably smaller
than investments and commitments on other trunk routes
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Rail Futures proposes additional
Bendigo line improvements
`

• Upgrading second track to 160 kph where possible
• Next generation of trains, signalling, etc to be based
on 210 kph maximum
• Full diversion of the line from Clarkefield via Airport
to Sunshine to provide direct Airport connection and
avoid holdups behind suburban trains
• All stations to be DDA compliant and toilet equipped
• Melbourne to Bendigo journey time to be improved
to 95 minutes by 2026 and 75 minutes by 2040
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By contrast, about $700 million is
being spent on Ballarat line upgrade
project

By 2019, this will:
• Duplicate the line from Caroline Springs to Melton
• Provide a second platform at Bacchus Marsh
• Expand commuter parking at Bacchus Marsh
• Move train stabling Bacchus Marsh to Maddingley
• Provide a new crossing loop from Ballan for 5km
• Provide a second platform at Ballan
• Close the old line through Wallace and Bungaree
• Duplicate the line from Dunnstown to Warrenheip
• Re-use second track Warrenheip to Ballarat East
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PT futures within Bendigo –metro and
light rail potential
•
•
•
•
•
•

Most Australian capitals now investing in light rail
So too are smaller Australian cities e.g. Gold Coast, Hobart,
Newcastle. Geelong considering it
Bendigo’s heritage tramway could form the core of a light rail
system
Essential to incorporate in urban planning and local structure
plans to provide for routes and infrastructure such as depots
Bendigo also has a skilled tram restoration capability at
Bendigo Trust that needs to be supported with further
contracts
Heritage trams and light rail can co-exist, use same routes in
city centre
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Bendigo Ballarat Geelong Cross Country
Passenger Options
• RFI has advocated cross country passenger trains as part
of its InterCity report
• Such connections will be necessary with Victoria’s
booming population growth
• Two possible routes:
• Bendigo-Castlemaine-Maryborough-Ballarat
• Bendigo-Inglewood-Maryborough Ballarat
• The second is more practical due to standardization
Maryborough-Geelong under Murray Basin Rail Project
• Involves reopening and standardizing Bendigo-Inglewood
• Would connect Bendigo heavy industry to national
standard gauge rail network
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Separation of Bendigo trains from
Melbourne suburban trains
• Government has accepted in its Western Rail Plan the principle
of separating metro and Melb suburban trains
• Bendigo trains are regularly delayed behind suburban trains
between Sunshine and Watergardens/Sunbury
• Delays/congestion still likely on approach to Southern Cross
• Regional Rail Link tracks between Southern Cross and Sunshine
are full – peak period train paths all now used
• Melbourne Metro will open in 2025 adding to Bendigo line
delays
• Massive residential growth ongoing in Melbourne’s west
• Deviations could be via Airport of via Deer Park/Diggers Rest
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More sustainable rail technology
• Many forms of more sustainable trains and trams are
being developed
• Solar Trains, e.g. Byron Bay – Solar/Battery
• Hydrogen Trains – in service in Germany, coming in UK
• Hybrids, especially Electric/Diesel
• Natural Gas (LNG) Gas Turbine – in Russia and Spain
• Electric and Battery (Rechargeable at Stations or Stops),
e.g. Newcastle, Nice
• E.g. Alstom’s SRS with Charging stations underground
at Tram stops, activated by tram arrival
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X05 Citadis Tram – 60 of these will go into service in Sydney. Also used in
Nice and Avignon. Can be recharged at tram stops for wireless operation
especially in heritage areas.
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Coradia emissions-free Hydrogen train – 14 will go into service
in Germany in 2021
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InterCity - an express track to Victoria’s future
Questions and Discussion
Read the full InterCity report
www.railfutures.org.au
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